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any other game using the same plug-in will also have its own bugs and problems. pete's plugins on the other hand work
quite well and will "fix" many of the problems and may even improve the quality of the image and graphics. the downside
to pete's is that they seem to take longer than edgbla's to load and run, and the psx emulator also can't run properly in
game as the driver is not compatible. sometimes you can load the rom once and not be able to. in the future i will put

some of pete's work into epsxe. as much as i hate to hear this, there seems to be no way around having to disable
gpubladesoft and opengl2 now on your ps1 emulators. these two have been and will always be incompatible with x86

chips and the ps1. this means that after you install epsxe 1.8.0 you'll have to install 1.7.0 to continue to enjoy these two
awesome plugins. just disabling them on the latest epsxe install will not work. the good news is pete's have been upgraded
and compiled to 1.7.0.13. for this reason the ui used to install pete's plugins on the latest epsxe 1.8.0 is the same as pete's
old interface. this means that if you already have pete's plugins working on the latest 1.0 install, they will work just as they
did on pete's old interface. i've been testing games with each of the plugins to see how they stack up. pete's gpubladesoft
and pete's opengl2 seem to have the fewest compatibility issues, probably because they keep to a simple way of loading
up the video and memory card buffers. the only downfall to pete's is that there's the occasional crash, or the game not
showing up at all. if this happens, it might be because the rom is corrupt, or because the game is incompatible. maybe

both. these are rare, so it shouldn't be a problem, and i won't count them towards my review. (pete's team will probably
have something on this.)
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epsxe has a number of configurable options.
these can be used to tweak the emulator to

make it perform better. a list of all configurable
options can be found here :. as most of these

options are video-related, they can be found in
the video section. because of the nature of

emulators, not everyone may be able to use the
same method to install epsxe. the most common

method to install epsxe is to download the
windows binary installer and run it. but there is a

small problem with this method. because the
installer runs as an application, you need to
install your pc's firewall. and even if you do

install your firewall, it might not allow epsxe to
run. this is the case with most applications like

epsxe, so you should be careful and do your
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research before you install something like epsxe.
once you have installed epsxe, it should run

smoothly. however, there is one more option for
you to install epsxe. this method is for those who
have a device that supports an android operating
system. if you are wondering how to install epsxe
on your android phone, then read on. if you are

using android, then the first thing you need is an
emulator. android emulators come in two

different forms. one is an actual phone with the
operating system pre-installed. the other is an
emulator application that you install on your pc
to emulate the games on your phone. i will be

using the android emulator application. once you
have downloaded the emulator application, you

should install it on your pc. if you are having
trouble installing the emulator application, please
refer to your device's manual. after installing the
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emulator application, you will be able to run it.
from there, simply download epsxe and run it as

an executable. 5ec8ef588b
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